Announcing the 2011-13 TODOS Membership Campaign

*TODOS: Mathematics for All* is soliciting your support for its Membership Campaign for 2011-2013. Refer new members from any field that can benefit from and support the TODOS mission. The Campaign will culminate in 2013, TODOS’s Tenth Anniversary.

The TODOS Goal: 1001 Members! If you are that 1001, or have referred that 1001 person, special recognition awaits you at the 2013 NCTM Annual Meeting and Exposition in Denver.

Why Grow TODOS? As Jose Franco, TODOS President, notes: “The quality of TODOS lies in its diversity. Our members with varying backgrounds, experiences, and expertise are essential to what TODOS does and is. TODOS members are the strength of the organization, incorporating multiple perspectives into one common voice and cause. It is essential that we share our talents and passion with others in the field, providing them the opportunity to join TODOS in its important advocacy role.”

Incentives for TODOS Active Members:

1. Refer five (5) new members and receive a free one-year extension of your TODOS membership and a SEDL multi-media package: Lesson Study. Designed for trainers or team leaders, the package includes a guide to be used in implementing Lesson Study and a CD-ROM capturing the implementation of a mathematics classroom lesson on direct variation. There is a limited number of the Lesson Study CD/publication so this will be available to the first 70 qualifying referring members.

2. A three-year extension of the TODOS membership will be awarded to the member who recruits the most members during the two-year membership campaign. Ties will be broken by a special drawing. The winner will be announced at the 2013 NCTM Annual Meeting and Exposition in Denver.
TODOS: Mathematics for ALL
An NCTM Affiliate

New Membership: _____ or Renewal: _____ Date: __________________

Name: ________________________________

Mailing Address: ________________________________

City, State, Zip: ________________________________

Work phone: __________________ Home phone: __________________

E-mail: ________________________________

Work place: ___________________ Position________________________

Grade Level(s) K-2 ___ 3-5 ___ 6-8 ___ 9-12 ___ Post-secondary ___ NA _____

Choice of E-List Inclusion: Members ______ or Digest ____________ or None ______

All members will be included in the TODOS Directory unless NO is specified: ____________

Education Affiliations: NCTM ______ NCSM ______ Other(s)_______, _________, ___________

If interested in working on a TODOS committee, check one: Awards: ___Conferences ___Elections____

Finance ___ Member Services ___Projects ___Research & Publications ___ Resources ___Help as Needed____

Name of Referring TODOS member, if any: ________________________________

Mail application and dues: $25 per year __$70 for 3 years ____Incentive Received:____________

TODOS:
Mathematics for All
PO Box 25482
Tempe AZ 85285-5482

Information at
info@todos-math.org

Join online at www.todos-math.org

Institutional Membership Available: $75 with four individual memberships
Library Subscriptions Available: $100 (Fiscal Year 2/1 – 1/31)
TODOS is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. Tax ID #13-4242849